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Work

By Charlie's Hand
Self Employed Artist
January 2012 - Present


Education

BA (Hons) Fine Art 2:1
University of Wales, Newport
2010

BTEC National Diploma Fine Art
Coleg Gwent - Crosskeys Campus
2007


Exhibitions

On the Surface
Y Galeri Caerffili
Caerphilly
2015

Open Art Competition 
Y Galeri Caerffili
Caerphilly
2015

Contemporary Craft Showcase
National Museum Wales
Cardiff
2012

'Spirit'
Heart Gallery
Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire
2012

Summer Exhibition
Touched By Scotland
Oyne, Aberdeenshire
2012

'Fflow'
Empty Shops Project
Newport
2010

'Good As A Gull With French Fries'
Caerleon Campus
University of Wales, Newport
Newport
 2010

'Keep Fit 3'
Riverfront Gallery
Newport
2009

'Keep It 3'
Caerleon Campus
University of Wales, Newport
Newport
 2008


Collaborations
'When Molly met Charlie” Molly Ginnelly Jewellery Jewellery Collection
Handmade by Bex Collaboration Rebecca Knapp  Textiles Collection 2015

Originally a painter and site specific installation artist, my practice dealt with aspects of repetition and colour.  I created large-scale pieces that explored the ways in which colour can manipulated. This work employed a methodical approach, that harnessed my art-induced obsessive-compulsive tendencies that are often evident in my work.  This resulted in a neurotic style, with recurring forms such as lines and linear structures becoming an almost necessary feature. 
Since leaving the University of Wales, Newport in 2010, my meticulous approach has led me to explore papercutting, and transferring the methods and approaches to creation from my degree works, I have been producing smaller-scale, highly intricate works.  Growing my portfolio over a year during 2011 whilst working part-time, I took steps to leave my day job and have been a full-time self-employed artist since January 2012. My company 'By Charlie's Hand' showcases my fastidious approach.  The collection features original, hand-drawn and hand-cut papercuts that explore symmetry, nature and repetitive motifs.  Each piece is individually drawn in pencil and then cut with a scalpel. 
These original papercuts have expanded organically into a product range which includes giclee prints, digitally-printed greetings cards, silk-screened cushion covers, phonecases, tea towels, tote bags, ACEO’s, calendars, notebooks, coasters, magnets and a jewellery collection made in collaboration with Scottish jewellery designer and maker Molly Ginnelly. I have also collaborated in a series of cross over works with textile artist Rebecca Knapp who has produced textile versions of my papercuts and I have created papercuts of her textile pieces. In early 2015 I launched my first adult colouring book.
I also take on work on a commission basis covering a diverse subject matter and requirements, producing designs and ideas until the clients brief is satisfied.  


 



